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Four Seasons on the Bus: Winter

Old man winter’s gone
on a bender. Mumbles
like a tailor whose mouth
is stationed with pin-sentries.

He’s announcing, always
in this city, he’s announcing
his presence. That his eyes
are going not dim
but effervescent

so that the particles of falling
snow twinkle like full-lustre
diamonds, catching light,

splitting it—he can almost hear
them refract, sounds
like cupboard-warm whisky
poured over two ice cubes.

Must go to the eye doctor,
get his optic nerve
checked out. Must
get sorted at the bank.
Needs a notarized cheque
for his damned lawyer.

She’s always blotto,
he says. Can’t trust her
at all. 
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His hands, too small,
clench over a belly
that’s more last-act Falstaff
than Bacchus. Plumped
sour with regret,
pickled, betrayed, but still
sparring, stabbing,

spieling an absurd
malty gale that can’t
really be helped, 
just got through,

though the camo-clad
not-so-young men try,
scattering salt and grit
to calm his drunken-
palsy, to staunch his
elemental wounds.
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December Scene

Near the rough path behind the strip mall
the fields grow wild:

weed stalks dried and tawny,
not yet weighed down.

Everything coated in hoarfrost.

At the point
where dew would drop,
it gathers.

Too cold for flakes, but minute crystals
catch in the sun
and don’t seem to fall.

As if a child upended a shaker of sparkles
she was not supposed to touch
and, worried about being caught, 
shut her eyes:

the glare of her blunder
emblazoning
the insides of her lids.
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Reading Erin Mouré Midflight or How Capitalism Ends

When the woman in 17-B begins painting her fingernails,
I forget we’ve given birth to each other’s houses:
even the rooms doused with colours
we’d never choose ourselves.

Rooms strong-armed by Doric candlesticks, would-be
murder weapons posited two to a table,
within grasp.

And in drawers, overlooked
safety pins, now fused to the particleboard
through their own rusting, can no longer
hold split seams or themselves together.

The whalebone corsets of bathroom wallpaper
laced so tight that the water pipes clamp off
and the air-intake grates jam with collapsed plaster,
and the doors and the windows seize shut,
and the medicine cabinets slip their moorings: broken
bottles, chemicals bathing the chequered tiles.

This miasmic claustrophobia that we all gift
one another.

After the flight attendant sniffs her out
and insists the woman stop her preening,
she looks up with a who, me expression—
which is the closest to innocence adults have
at 30,000 feet—like a shopper caught denting
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honeydew after honeydew checking for a degree
of ripeness that doesn’t exist.

Finally, she stops up
the amethyst-hued bottle, beholds
her half-done hands. The smell doesn’t
dissipate: it darts about like a keyed-up
toddler as we go nose dumb,
keeling into our toluene-laden descent.
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News-scroll for Dream Junkies

>>>Somebody’s going to break a leg, but it won’t be me>>>The dry-rot 
walkway softens like a stale cookie forgotten atop the fridge>>>To be 
chic, remove an item before leaving the house>>>Fashion advice for 
southerners like Coco Chanel who didn’t winter in Winnipeg where 
the wind is the Wendigo that hates you>>>A conundrum: needing 
to bring along what you cannot pack>>>Even memories end up on 
the no-fly list>>>A scholar slips herself between the pages of a book 
and is lost>>>Yes, I have sluiced through the needle’s eye like I was 
greased with purpose>>>Call it a caffeine addiction or a sense of my 
own limitations>>>Never mind the crows squawking in the fleeced 
trees or the moon’s still visible, faint persistence, like the throb after 
a hangnail’s pulled>>>Richard III was killed by two blows to his bare 
head, his cracked cranium, a headline that snuck up on him, one he’ll 
never read>>>In dreams when I fly, it’s the power lines that strike 
fear>>>Is there a difference between soar and sore?>>>Don’t play with 
your wounds: they’re pink and healthy as watermelons>>>And forget 
about flying’s evil twin, for your children will dream of porches>>>
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Wilde Paints the Parlour White

 Why I have seen wallpaper which must lead a boy brought 
 up under its influence to a career of crime.
            —Oscar Wilde, 1882, Fredericton 
Oscar dons a dark blue smock,
grabs a paintbrush, streaks
a coarse wall with white paint—

a hint of grey in the undertone,
like an Arctic hare,
or a dress-shirt
washed with too little bleach.

He ends with a flourish,
not camp, but poised—
signs his name, white on white—
catches a solitary drip in his palm.

Days later Oscar unlatches a trunk.
With a magician’s sense
he draws yards of textiles
from its cavity:

thick weaves, subtle variations
of green and ores.

Oscar drapes the folds
over the length of his
outstretched arms.
A luxurious Messiah.
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He moves to the couch,
lays the fabric out like a sick
child to rest. Picks one, then another,
holds each against the virgin wall,
plays with the wooden shutters—
just the right amount of light.

He calls for a hammer, nails.
Calls for someone to clear the couch;

he’s chosen the palest of greens,
as if celery had breath,
and a matte gold, the shade
of exhumed antiques.

Oscar drapes
and thinks of lamps.
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In the Torso of a Great Windstorm
             Odds and Ends, 1939

 The wind makes everything alive…
 Without movement a subject is dead. Just look!
            —Susan Vreeland imagining Emily Carr inThe Forest Lover

Put your head over a flashlight,
watch it glow faerie pink. Picture—
lit from inside—a belly torch,

the backdrop—
knot of spruce tree organs: liver, kidneys,
             bundle of intestine, stomach—
                            cool blue and green foliage hiding enzymes,
                      bacterium, acids.

That exact texture of pulse,
             quiver, musculature connected
             and contained, skyline and dirt grouted
             together, a vista of
                                      inner skin, the underside.
                                      Airstream gale whipping
                                                            the pinprick stars into dashes,
                                             molars into canines, evolution
             of the Spartan firmaments. A breezy muse, 
             that gust of inspiration.

Now look at the actors erect at centre stage, see:
            skinny veins with plump tops,
                         or—zooming in—synapses of birch foregrounded.
Holy trifecta
announcing skyward:
              home, joy, hunger.
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How to Live in the Belly of a Blue Whale

Getting to the belly’s a challenge.
Despite how large a mass of mammal,
she’s got a throat the diameter of a grapefruit.
She’ll no more swallow you whole
than lace up skates for a game of shinny.

So hire a team of divers, anaesthesiologists,
surgeons, cauterizers, and slip 
through the entry wound. Recognize
that this is some kind of backwards birth:
a flesh tunnel into a body buoyant.

A glass suit will protect you
from gastric juices, though what you see
will be distorted. You must regard your sight’s
askew nature as a gift: voyagers and artists
never quite see straight.

Take notes, pictures. Document everything.
If you fail to provide ample proof,
listeners will give your tale the misnomer of fishy.

Remember the warm-blooded connection.
Remember fins as legs, blowhole as nostril. 
Remember skin basking in sunlight.

Most important, have your escape route planned;
although Geppetto packed 
matches and wooden furniture,
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you’d be better served
carting stimulant laxative,
an industrial dose.

That your expulsion happens near the surface
is a blessing.

During your first public address
acknowledge your predecessors:
van Valkenborch’s painting should do the trick,
and don’t forget Geppetto, your spirit-
guide, that moustachioed bachelor will lead you
far enough away from sense that you’ll
be a comrade to both sages and plankton,
children and evolutionists.

And each and every night, beseech Jonah
to protect you from bad whale-gut dreams:
the mattress beneath you swelling and shunting,
and a heart the weight of a compact car,
its beat clocking you about the head.
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Two Ways to Stay Dry

             I

Leaving the sedan,
the boy grasps his mother’s hand,
attempts to bound
a sewer grate

but hits the slush-edge
with a splatter.

Gumboots, black
rubber sheen up to the ankles
where the melt reaches,

white-etched salt stains
above that high-water
mark.

His mother pulls him safe
into the pharmacy,
avoids drips from awnings.
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      II

In front of a posh café,
a homeless man
dons dingy running shoes,
grey and losing shape,

and instead of socks, his pant cuffs
tuck into mismatched grocery bags,
bulges of wrinkled plastic
tied tight around his calves.

He’s carted a crate street-side,
studied the rain gutters,
scoped out the corners where
the cars swell and heave slurry puddles.
And has taken his place.
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An Aerie, All Winter

On the train bridge, between the metal joints,
bald eagles build mammoth aeries,
and in the northside oaks,
broad crooks hold mud-caked, twiggy bowls:
slapdash marvels of engineering.

All winter, these feathered dinosaurs
snag and scoop outdoor cats. Seize squirrels:
drab blotches desperate to find
their mislaid stockpiles.

No mistake, the haste of predator-shadow
on blanched ice-jams does impress,
but for me, it’s really these nests;
if I had hollow bones, I’d crawl in,

bed down ’til spring,
wake up surrounded by buds,
looking for the south-flyers returning to feed
on yielding ground, hungry too.
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